ABSTRACT. For fairly general conditions on a measure space, a group of bijections on the space and a topology on the space, densities and lifttings commuting with members of the group and with topologies finer than the given topology are obtained.
Introduction.
Our objectives here are twofold, in fairly general settings to obtain for a measure (1) densities and liftings which commute with members of a group of bijections and (2) densities and liftings whose topologies are finer than a given topology. The space we deal with usually has finite measure or can be suitably partitioned into measurable subsets of finite measure. In getting a commuting density for a countable group we do not require the group to be amenable. Our condition for passage from a commuting density to a commuting lifting is a trifle weaker than a previously known condition of no nontrivial fixed points. With this and a kind of uniformity condition satisfied in connection with an invariant Borel family, a commutative lifting is obtained for a measure whose measurable sets each lie within a set of measure zero of a member of this family. Topologically, we get slightly better than the existence of a lifting whose topology is finer than a given metrizable topology with nonempty members included among the measurable sets of positive measure.
Nowhere do we make any assumptions of local compactness.
The main avenue to these ends is the new proof of D. Maharam's [13] fundamental existence theorem for a lifting recently published by M. Sion [17] .
Sion's simple direct proof relies only on basic notions of Carathe'odory measures on abstract spaces and emphasizes connections with differentiation somewhat in the spirit of J. von Neumann [16] working with Lebesgue measure on the line in answer to the first question of this kind raised by A. Haar.
We have modified Sion's approach in some respects, but in many details and
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and in the development of the general framework as embodied in our elaborations the approach is very much the same. We have broadened his definition of a differentiation system in a minor way to give us the same results but at the same time make the hypotheses of the lifting and other theorems more often satisfied in applications. More importantly, in an inductive argument, we have found it possible to go all of the way with densities before passing to the final lifting. This gives us the freedom we need to get further results when a group structure is grafted on. Thus we can sometimes still get a commuting density in situations which preclude a commuting lifting. Also in the metric case the construction of a lifting with finer topology is facilitated.
Good guides to the literature of this subject are the book by A. and C.
Ionescu-Tulcea [7] and the survey paper by C. 2. oF = lja e F a; zrE = 0a e F a; sb A = {a; a C A,; sp A = Í a; A C a}. 4. a F, a F, o~F are the families of all, respectively, finite, countable and arbitrary unions of members of F; n F, n F, n~~F are the families of all, respectively, finite, countable and arbitrary intersections of members of F intersected with oF. 5. E is a field on S if and only if oF = S and for each <x, ß £ F, S ã e F and a U ß £ F; F isa Borel field on S if and only if oF = S and for each cl£ F and countable f/CF,K aeE and oH £ F;
field E = the field on oF generated by E
• ctV(E u [oF ~ a : a e Ej) = the smallest field on oF including E = n\G: F C G is a field on oF\;
Borel F = the Borel field on oF generated by F = the smallest Borel field on oF including E = 77tG : E C G is a Borel field on oF\.
6. dmn / = the domain of /; rng / = the range of /; / | A = / n ¡(x, y):
x £ A\; fog = the function such that (/ ° g){x) = /(g(x)); yA, 5 =\{x,y):x £A License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use COMMUTING AND TOPOLOGICAL DENSITIES AND LIFTINGS 3 implies y = 1 and x e S ~ A implies y = 0|.
7. co is the set of natural numbers, 0, 1,2,... ; we assume that each natural number is the set of all such less than it; thus the natural number 0 is also the empty set. 12.
pi F = the Caratheodory measure generated by p \ F; 
Assumptions.
Throughout what follows we shall assume that 5 is a fixed set, ft isa fixed Caratheodory measure on S with 0 < p(S), G is a fixed group of one-to-one functions on S onto S (bijections), e is the identity of G, y is the cardinality of G, g is a one-to-one function on y onto G with g0 = e and J is a fixed topology on S. Frequently, the mention of 'S', .2. 311 3 E is a finite field on S implies that there is a Borelnil lifting on Borelnil F onto E.
Lifting operators on B(S).
1. Definition. L is lifting operator on ${S) if and only if L is on 33 (5) to 8(S) and, for each /, g £ B(S),
With regard to .5 and .6 we could require more generally that L, more than being just linear and multiplicative, be a homomorphism for operations which are continuous for the topology of the reals [51. Plus and times are the two most important of such operations.
5. Differentiation and Vitali systems.
Definition. E is a differentiation system if and only if S £ F C M
and, for each a, ß £ F, a D ß £ a~F.
2. Definition. F\x\ = \a.£ F : x £ a\.
Note that if E is a differentiation system, then Ejxj is a filter base.
Limits with respect to F\x\ ate taken in the sense of downward inclusion.
A theory of such limits can be found, among other places, in [12].
Definition. H is an E-Vitali cover for A if and only if AC S, HC F
C sb S and for each x £ A and ß £ F\x\ there is a. £ H with x e a C /S.
4.
Definition. E is a Vitali system if and only if .1. E is a differentiation system, .2. for each H and A such that H is an E-Vitali cover for A there is a countable disjoint //' C H with A ~ oH' = 0,
5. Remarks. If p{S) < », E C %+, n'iF U JR°) C ct"(E U 511° ) and \S\ ~' ECo-"(Eu3H°), then Notice that p/field (F¿ U ÎR°) = p/{F'n U Hi0). Thus P' u 3H° C field (E^ u 3H°) C 3lT C % where ÎTT is the family of p/{F^ U 3H°)-measurable sets, and hence Borel (E^ U ÎR0) C ÎR\ Finally since p and p/(E¿ U 5lt°) agree on F'n U ?H0 and Borel (E^ u JH°) CÎII', we have that p and p/{p\M°) agree on Borel (E^ U 3H°) = Borelnil El.
Thus Eß is a Vitali system.
References.
See [17, Theorems 2 , 2, 3, 4] . A re-examination of the proof of [17, Theorem 2 ] reveals that it can be slightly modified to remain valid when the condition that d O ß £ F, for cl, ß £ F in [17] in the definition of a differentiation system is changed to the condition that o. n ß £a~F, tot cl, ß £ F to conform with our definition of a differentiation system. Also, if the condition that E be a partial lifting (defined in [17] ) in [17, Theorem 4 ] is changed to a Vitali system and the part of the conclusion that A = p{A) fot A £ F* is changed to A C p{A) fot A £ o"F*, then [17, Theorem 4] , so revised, is valid and p is a Borelnil density on in.
We now take a cue from [5] . that t -C £ dmn P^k + l^ and Ptk+l){t • G) = t • P(fe+1)(C), .9. /or eacA t £ G and A £ U"£dmn ft ™g P^, .3. ¡or each t £ G and x £ S with \x\ £ JK and x = t • x, we have t -e.
Then in the context of the relevant application .3 implies .2 implies A implies 7.13.7 implies 7.11.6 implies 7.9.7. 7.5. Proof. Use .3 and .6 to check that 93 is invariant. Now use 6.2 and 7.3. Check that for each A £ a"F* and z £ G, A C p '(A), A C p't (A) and A C p{A).
Our proof of 7.6 is somewhat like that of the lemma in [17] . [5] , [7] , [13] . The proof given in [5] is for a lifting on M but it remains valid also for a density on a complete Borel field.
The last step in the proof of 6.2 is like one in [5] used to show that TCI . That rng p is a base for a topology follows from the fact that p is intersective.
8.2. Reference and Proof. See [7] . For sake of completeness, we repeat the short proof. We use 7.9 with G = je} to get such a lifting A on 35 that for each B 6 35, p(ß) C A(B) C ~ p(~ß). Now let x e a e 3". By regularity there is ß 6 3 with x e ß C clsr ß C a. Thus from 8.1, x eßC p(ß) C \(ß)
C "■ p(~/3). But also ~ clsr ß C p(~clsr ß) C p(~/3). So x e ß C p(ß) C \(ß) C ~p(~j8) C clsr /3 C a. recursively on co so that for each n e co, /7(n+1)=aV((/7n ~'((H"nn{è(n+1), -*("+1)i) n 3ïl°)) Urng(f3|(n+2)) U <~&("+1)!)-For each n e co and ß' ■ B e H let p"(ß') = a{a e H : a = fi' ¡. Check by w 'n n J induction on n that for each ne co,M 3 rng p" is finite, dmn p = Borelnil B^, [O, S\ u rng(t|(n + l)) C rng p"n and p" is a Borelnil density.
For each n eco and B e dmn p" let p'(B) = C\m^" p'IÎB)-Check that for each ñeco, p'n is a Borelnil density, p'n C p('"+1), f^ « p'(n+1), rng(è|(n + l)) c mg P¿ and rng b C U"eü)rng p¿ . For each n e co let F^ = zr' (JL rng p'n and F*= U"eûJ ^"^ Check that for each n e co, F^ = rng p'n and 3 = a"rng è C ct~F . Now apply 6.1 to see that for each n eco, F. . 3 Fn is a
